A NEW CONSTITUTION FOR AN OLD UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY SENATE PASSES FIRST SINCE 1949

Preamble

Believing that a society establishes institutions of higher learning, particularly universities, because such institutions serve the higher ends of that society;
Believing that a university serves these higher ends by being a beacon of learning, a fountainhead of dedicated and unselfish service, a focus for research and creative scholarship, a means for the transmittal and extension of old knowledge and the creation of new, a vehicle for that society's self-improvement by providing for that society the capacity for enlightened and responsible self-criticism which will prevent that society from losing its dynamic character and falling victim to intellectual and moral decay;
Believing that a university, like all complex human institutions, functions best to serve its assigned purposes under orderly processes of organization and government;

We, the Senate of the University of Florida, do hereby enact this Constitution.
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 wish I were at the Fair

BY JOYCE E. KILMER Staff Writer

The 1964 World's Fair opened in New York City on April 22, and Flora Coed-want'her. Flora was in-aid reading about the affair in The Alligator while she waited for the first German class of her summer session to begin.

Flora was decided to the winter to go to summer school, before the Brass Ball, a World's Fair organization, came to the UF campus to interview students for summer work at the fair. Flora, though tempted, stayed with her decision to go to summer school. Her first phase of regret began when her roommate and most of her other friends, both male and female, got their acceptances to work at the fair.

Flora's German professor was late for class and Flora day-dreamed.

Bob Deloach, student Government secretary of Labor, had said that about 400 Florida students had applied for jobs at the fair and that none were turned down if they met the basic requirements on the application, which was to be able to fit into a size 14-14 uniform.

She well remembered Fanny Flesh's hysterical outburst at the news. Fanny was enraged and hurt by such unfair discrimination, mainly because she hadn't buttoned a size 14 since the sixth grade.

It truly would be an adventure--it did take courage to go out into the world, and as she thought, Flora wavered--why did she really decide to go to summer school?

At that moment, Flora was jolted by a staccato "guten morgen," and her summer had begun. She was there, out of her German text, like?... maybe next summer to New York would be there.

Enrollment above 1963

In Springtime the voice of the turtle is heard in the land, young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love--and enrollment in colleges and universities drops somewhat. But not this year--at least in the third category.

A sampling of seven state universities and land-grant institutions by the Office of Institutional Research, Washington, D. C., shows sharp and unanticipated increases in this year's Spring term enrollment.

At UF, one of the seven colleges and universities polled, the enrollment was up 6.4 percent over the comparable 1963 figures of 12,500 students. In the other schools polled, enrollment figure jumps ranged from 12.2 percent increases at the University of North Carolina and Dakota State College to a 3.9 percent increase at the University of Colorado.

Says the report, "These increases in Spring term enrollments are symptomatic of what is happening all over the country--manifested enrollment increases are compensating anticipated enrollment decreases."

It was true. The fair organization didn't furnish any housing for their student employees although they did furnish meals while the students were on the job, which lead most aspiring fair workers to believe they could live in New York City on $60 a week. As far going to work so early, the parents were reminded that the trimester was the chief reason so many Florida students were accepted.

The Brass Ball had about 4,000 service job openings and approximately 13,000 applications for June when most schools on quarter or semester systems class, with the fair opening April 22, available student help was needed.

The opportunities of a summer in New York--the plays, museums and the fair--how could any parents be so cruel as to deprive their offspring of such a summer of growing up? Most parents didn't and Flora remembered the feverish excitement of packing, making plane reservations and answering ads from the New York papers about apartments, with exams almost forgotten.

Flora remembered the airport and the tearful farewell, with those "laying behind wishing the adventurers good luck and warning them of the perils and traps of the "wicked city."

At the fair, there were students and teachers good luck and warning them of the perils and traps of the "wicked city."
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Weejas are a way of life!

(And remember, only fools make Weejas)
By WALKER LUNDY

Registration at the UF is not unlike trying to fit a jigsaw puzzle together with half of the pieces missing and the other half duplicated twice.

In our brief stay in Florida Gym last week, we had a chance to talk with one young lady who completed her registration in something near eight hours and another young man who signed up for three courses with all of them the same at the same time. Students have always complained that registering was usually the toughest job one faced during his academic year but since the trimester system was hatched two years ago, both complaints and the process of signing up for one's courses have been getting progressively worse.

The courses that students needed sometimes very desperately to take this summer were somehow all offered at the same time or already full. Trip after trip to one's counselor was necessary, much to total frustration of both student and counselor.

Usually, it was not course the student would LIKE to take or WANTED to take or NEEDED to take, but rather what "would fill." We wonder how many students had their counselors before they left the student with a bewildered blank or a small choice between courses he could not stand and those that were as far from his field as Satan is from Heaven.

It is not our objective here to suggest a better way to register the thousands of students that must be assigned courses and sections in a short space of time before classes open.

We are merely asking the administrative if there isn't some THING that can be done to make the registration process a little more like something that was conceived by rational man.

We do not know who is responsible for the "organization" of registration. If it is the IBM machine, then we think maybe it has a screw loose. If mortal man is responsible, perhaps he is suffering from the same disease.

In summary, let us ask Tom Hall: Is the current UF registration process an example of the organization and efficiency with which this great institution of higher learning is operated?

We hope not.

Club Rendezvous opens tonight

Club Rendezvous opens its summer season on Saturday with its "Welcome Dance."

Dances will be held in Club Rendezvous of the Florida Union until the trimester break in June, and then they will take the form of Street Dances for the rest of the trimester.
MEN'S SUITS
OVER 500-SUITS AND COATS TAKEN FROM OUR REGULAR STOCK
- Natural Shoulder and Conventional Styles
- Pleat and Plain Front Models.
- 55% Dacron and 45% Wool
- Regulars, Longs, Shorts
REGULAR PRICE $59.95
$49.80
FREE NORMAL ALTERATIONS

GROUP 2
Regular 5500 . . . 45.80
GROUP 3
Regular 3995 . . . 33.80

SPORT COATS
2 SELECTED GROUPS. DACRON-WOOL DACRON-COTTON, 100% COTTON
Reg. 2995 . . . . 22.80
Reg. 3500 . . . . 25.80

SLACKS
65% Dacron 35% Cotton
Reg. 7.95 . . . . 9.99

BERMUDA SHORTS
2 Selected Groups Reg. 5.95 . . . . $4.99

MEN'S FURNISHINGS
DRESS SHIRTS
Cool, lightweight — tab, button down and regular collar styles. White and solid colors.
3.39
3 for 9.00
KNIT SHIRTS
3.39
3 for 9.00

PAJAMAS
Shortie Style
3.39; 3/9.00
SPORT SHIRTS
Authentic, button-down collar styles, tapered to fit; also conventional styles.
S-M-L-XL
SPORT SHIRTS
3.39 3 for 9.00

STUDENT CHARGE
Silverman's
225 W. UNIVERSITY AVE.
In Our 29th Year

MAY FESTIVAL SALE
Open Friday, May 1st 9 to 9
Free Parking — One Hour —
on the huge 1st Federal
bank parking lot...
Genuine Savings on Quality
Clothing and Furnishings.
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UF PSYCHOLOGIST SAYS
Our set's upset

BY TENA BLEDSOE

(Editors' Note: Mental health issues end tomorrow. This story, written by a recent graduate, explores the special emotional problems of college students.)

College students as a group have more emotional and adjustment problems than other groups, according to Murray Z. Landman, clinical psychologist of the University Counseling Center.

Landman believes the college student is in an unique and often troublesome position — old enough to be independent but usually tied to his parents' purse strings. This often causes a conflict between what a student wants to do and what his parents think he should do.

Further complications are added by the "growing pains" of finding oneself and adjusting to university life, says Landman.

These and other reasons last year sent over 1,300 UF students to seek help with their emotional problems.

And according to clinical psychologist Everett E. Hall of the Infirmary, the number of students looking for help is increasing. Hall says UF students are becoming more aware that help is available on campus.

The student is trapped in a stress-filled atmosphere which tends to stimulate emotional and adjustment problems.

Often students can't cope with all of these problems. That's where the University Counseling Center can step in and help.

The university counseling center is staffed by four full-time clinical psychologists and also has the services of a part-time counseling psychiatrist, a couple of full-time interns, and several practicing students.

Mostly it says that because of the terminology "University Counseling Center," students often incorrectly confuse it with the academic advisors of the University College.

"They aren't the same thing at all. We don't tell students what course to take, like the academic advisors in the University College."

The counseling center deals with more long-range problems of a vocational or personal nature, Landman believes the two are often tied together.

"If a student has trouble with vocational decisions, he may have trouble making lots of other decisions also. This vocational problem would be just one instance of the general inability to make decisions or commit himself to something.

A student is usually seen for three 40-50 minute periods. But he is seen as long as he needs to be, Landman stressed.

"We give a student undivided attention, unlike a UC counselor, who often has to run them through a line."

"What we try to do is help the students realize the important variables. Then they have to make the decisions."

The majority of students seen are UC As, UC Bs, and graduate students.

The UCs and UCs are generally trying to adjust to college life. The graduate students are far enough along in life that they have to make definite decisions and this can cause stress.

"We see a real increase of students after the first progress test and then right before finals," Landman said. "There are a lot of students who have been kidding themselves, but reality is becoming very clear. They can see the handwriting on the wall," he explained.

The counseling center is trying group therapy for adjustment problems and anticipates using more of it. The individual usually starts off alone and then joins a group.

In group interaction, students see the similarity of their problems and can profit from each other's experiences. Another advantage is that one psychologist can work with more students.

"Right now everything is on a first come, first serve basis and we have a long waiting list."

"If students got off seeking help, they have less chance of getting effective service, and the situation may get worse before we can see them."

SELECTED GROUP

SLACKS
55% Dacron-45% Wool
CONVENTIONAL — One Pleat
TRADITIONAL — Plain Front
Nationally Advertised Brand
Reg. 12.95 2.00 10.99 2 pr.
No Charge for Normal Alterations.

SPORT SHIRTS
Authentic, button-down collar styles, tapered to fit; also conventional styles.
S-M-L-XL
SPORT SHIRTS
3.39 3 for 9.00

WHICH ARE YOU?

X Y Z

If a student has trouble with
vocational decisions, he may have
trouble making lots of other
decisions also.

If students got off seeking help,
they have less chance of getting
effective service, and the situa-
tion may get worse before we can
see them.

THE REASONABLE ADVENTURER
163 P. $1.00 (PAPER)

Pittsburgh 12, Pa.
How about some help for HC '64?

Work on Homecoming '64 is beginning now and the big chiefs of the gigantic weekend need help—and lots of it.

According to Chip Block, Florida Blue Key member, students are needed to fill positions ranging from general and committee chairman to typists. All positions have a common requirement—willingness to work and time to spend in preparing for the gigantic weekend, he said.

He encouraged all students who wish to fill out an application, obtainable in the Blue Key office, 314 Florida Union. Deadline for turning in applications is May 6.

The real work behind Homecoming will begin immediately after staff positions are filled. Block said. A general chairman will be named next week to coordinate the work of all personnel, committees and divisions.

Blue Key is responsible for getting plans underway until the general chairman and division heads are named, according to Block. Division orator are chosen to coordinate the areas of Gator Growl, clerical work, alumni affairs, special functions, finance, promotion, technical work, Homecoming parade, honored guests, Florida Blue Key Banquet, Florida Blue Key Smoker, personnel and administration.

Block said the summer months are among the most crucial in making a successful Homecoming. The weekend's slogan is an annual state-wide contest every summer with the winning entry chosen.

FLORIDA BLUE KEY BANQUET DRAWS FLORIDA ALUMNI AND NATIONAL LEADERS. PAST SPEAKERS HAVE INCLUDED THE LATE PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY AND PRESIDENT LYNDON B. JOHNSON.

HOMECOMING SKITS GAVE STUDENTS OPPORTUNITY TO CUT STATE POLITICOS AND EXPERIMENT IN HUMOR. RIGHT, PHI KAPPA TAU'S WINNING SKIT AT GATOR GROWL. BELOW, JOHN MARSHALL BAR ASSOCIATION SKITS.

THIS YEAR'S HOMECOMING GAME WILL BE PLAYED AGAINST SOUTH CAROLINA.
2064 Homecoming Sweetheart Dorothy Dee Miller, being crowned by '63 Sweetheart Jane Lightcap, will in turn crown '64's winner.

HC '64--HELP!

by Governor Farris Bryant and his cabinet.

The Gator Growl script will be written this summer and the three-hour show will use creatively interested writers, Block said. The three Homecoming princesses will be scheduled to make appearances at various Florida towns and cities after their selection early in the fall.

Also in the area of long-range planning is the work of the Financial Division, responsible for coordinating the spending of over $27,000 to finance the weekend.

Students with a particular interest or talent may indicate the areas of production and administration in which they would like to work.

"However," Block said, "we are mainly interested in people who want to work and will devote their time and energy to producing an excellent weekend."

The end of it all: Homecoming '64 folded for another year with a dramatic fireworks display.

J. Pierce Smith

Tax Assessor

Graduate of the University of Florida with a degree in Business Administration. Active Alumnus.

Business Man and taxpayer in Alachua County for 25 years. Experienced in property valuations. Fourteen years in the construction, sale, and appraisal of real estate, specializing in appraising.

Senior member of the American Society of Appraisers. Interested in the continued growth and development of Alachua County.

Proven leadership, past president Florida State Elks Association, Inc.; president Central Florida Chapter of American Society of Appraisers; trustee of Harry Anna Crippled Children Hospital; steward in First Methodist Church; member Reserve Officers Association.

Your vote for J. Pierce Smith on May 5 will be appreciated.

(Paid Political Advertisement)
**For Sale**

For Sale - Large wooden office desk, reasonable. Phone 376-7381 after 5 p.m. (A-320-36-0).

1963, 10 HP, Mercury outboard motor-Model KG-7, Super Hurricane. This motor used with a small boat will pull a skier. Call Bob Adams at Ft 4-3325 after 6 p.m. (A-449-36-0).

Williamson III fidelity Stereo Power Amplifier with separate regulated power supply. Perfect condition. Chassis includes meters and jacks for easy adjustments. This equipment is strictly professional, the finest made. Call ext. 332 for Gary Burke, 5 a.m. to 4 p.m., Mondays through Fridays. (A-133-46-0).

107 LP Stereo Records, both classical and popular. Call FR 2-3911 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. (A-310-36-0).

**Real Estate**

Law Professor selling spacious 3 bedroom home, Study, J-V, attic, attic, built in drawers, vanity and walk-in storage. 80 per month many extra, negotiable, Ft. 3-6779, 301 N. E. 4th Ave, (A-342-51-0).

**Land is the basis of all wealth, and real estate with the highest profitturns is your best investment, persons interested in real estate investments including small acreage, rental-income properties, or investment properties in the Gainesville area can reach me at 336-4601 or 376-5940 at any time, Wayne D. Major, C/O Ernest Tew Realty, 360 N. W. 17th St. (A-345-46-0).

**For Rent**

Five blocks from University. Apartment or furnished room, private bath, air conditioner, for two and small room for one. Call phone 4-3520 5 p.m., 116 W. 7th Terrace, (B-150-46-0).

Will the boy who called FR 3-521 last Saturday about an apartment please call back. (B-150-46-0).

A new constitution

BY ED BARBER
Staff Writer

After years of writing and rewriting, of submitting and contesting, the new constitution has a new constitution. Replacing the constitution adopted in 1949, the final changes of the new state were voted into being last night by the university Senate. The Senate Constitution Committee, of which Dr. Frederick Hartman, head of the History Department, is secretary, has been working on the constitution for the past several years.

The constitution has been revised with the Board of Control Policy Manual, said Dr. Hartman, and it turned out that the new constitution, drafted in 1946, is in conflict with the manual on various points. Because of the time involved to close coordination with the Board, and the enormous physical aspects of the drafting itself, it has taken until now to complete the job.

Colonel Terrill E. (Terry) Price, head of the Ranch on the Willow Road, Phone 272-1444 between 7 and 9 p.m., for appointment make 272-4564.

Situations


Students and housewives waiting extra income interested in work at home. Box 136D, will write. 12 to 12 noon everyday (291-8-9-36).

WANTED

--- One beauty operator five days per week. Call the office at (715-S-8-59).

--- Room, situated near good shopping facilities, including convenience store and grocery store, 291 South Ave. 

--- A couple, desirable female desiring to share a large furnished two bedroom duplex. For information can phone (742-6-0800). (C-135-S-8-59).

--- Need roommate at 1238 8th Ave. Have 1-2 bedroom duplex between the ages of 20 and 25. 930-3-2, 735-1-34.

--- Male students to share 2 bedroom duplex, 800 University Ave. Have a horse or former rider or have had horsemanship, whether you are a graduate student or not. Worth over $600. Phone (715-S-8-59).

--- Situations have grown tremendously. Be- between 2 levels of administration. A breakdown in communications between levels of administration, there is sometimes a little alarm being felt in the campus-at-large.

--- The Florida Alligator is an official student newspaper of the University of Florida, and is published five times weekly. Fridays except within the months of May, June, and July, when a bi-weekly issue is published. The Florida Alligator is entered as second-class matter at the United States Post Office at Gainesville, Florida.
May Day honors Spring

By ERNE LITZ
Associate Editor

May 1, 1964... and harken thespring arrives.

Every May 1 arises celebrations for the arrival of that noble institution Springtime. Hearts twitter, birds flutter, and children scatter.

Mostly on May 1, however, children scatter in circles around the traditional May Pole. This annual affair is carried on every year in many schools throughout the United States and other countries.

It’s history is rather colorful and intoxicating.

Such beautiful colors of spring: the yellows and reds, the sweeping arches of the streamers from the May Pole, gleefully being pulled by little children laughing and shouting their little pleasures.

Their innocence and virginity is a breathless sight, a joy to behold.

IT'S TRADE 'N' TRAVEL TIME AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER'S

The gay colors of Spring, represented on the May Pole, remind us of the flowers and new vegetation of Spring, the pure, unexplored depths of nature and humanity — ah, sweet willow wine.

The dancing around the May Pole, their festivities, are to insure good crops and happiness, actually symbolized by a living wearer of the willow or doll.

The French consider the month of May sacred, and they commemorate it to the Virgin Mary, in religious significance.

The Pilgrims, upon arrivals, wanting a complete change from their historical past, frowned upon the May Day activities. Their Puritanical strictness defied all that dared to challenge the celebrate heritage.

Yet even today, despite the curtailment of the Puritans, May Day is still celebrated.

The young children of our elementary schools still frolic and romp merrily around the most ancient of fertility symbols, and we gaily join in, for to survive is to propagate, and we all must maintain and continue the civilizations and the species.

Therefore Springtime honors the lily, the lute.

The gay colors of Spring, presented on the May Pole, remind us of the flowers and new vegetation of Spring, the pure, unexplored depths of nature and humanity — ah, sweet willow wine.
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Auburn, UF meet for title

Earlier this season the two powers met in a two-game series at Auburn, in which the Gators captured the opener by a 2-1 count while the Tigers came back to snatch the second game, 2-1. Auburn brings to the table several of the top hitters in conference play in a p.s.e.-ranked lineup. Jimmy Martin (345), Jimmy Bairfield (.325), Otto Bibb (.309) and Ronnie Thames (.297) lead the heavy-hitting Tiger attack.

A feature of this Tiger team has been the outstanding pitching of ace Jimmy Crysel, a top prospect for All-Division honors. Crysel has posted a 1-2 mark so far this year and doved the Gators with a three-hit performance earlier this season.

The other likely Tiger starting pitcher will be sophomore fireballer Dave Shackleford.

Coach Fuller plans to counter with pitchers Danny Eggart and Charlie Anderson in an attempt to stall the Auburn hitting attack. Eggart, an All-SEC selection as their eleven decisions, but have won their last three games and still have plenty of pitching to work with.

Much speculation has been cast concerning the possibilities of a truly close-down-to-the-wire pennant battle in the National League. At least four teams have been mentioned as possibilities to win the league championship: Los Angeles, San Francisco, St. Louis, and Philadelphia.

The Los Angeles Dodgers, of course, are the odds-on favorites but injuries and a hitting slump have pushed the World Champions into the cellar at the present time. With Sandy Koufax and Johnny Podres out of pitching rotation for several weeks, the Dodgers will have to rely on youngsters Nick Willsite and Phil Ortega to hold up the staff.

The Dodgers dropped nine of a sophomore last year, has posted a 1-3 mark so far this season. Anderson, one of the league's fastest hurles, has struck out 31 men in 27 innings, and has an earned run average of 0.97.

The Gator hitting punch thus far this season has been chiefly supplied by veterans Jim Duncan, Earl Montgomery and Dave Porter, along with newcomers Bill Blomgren and Tom Shannon.

Captain Duncan is second in batting (.274) and has 15 runs batted in while Montgomery is right behind him with a .273 mark and 14 RBIs - Porter, the dependable catcher is hitting .284, and leads the team in extra base hits with 5. Sophomore right fielder Blomgren is batting .290 and leads the conference in runs batted in with 21, while first baseman Shannon paced the Gator hitting attack with a .308 average in 47 runs scored (30).

Capacity crowds of 3,000 are expected for both games.

Torrid Nationals race seen

San Francisco, with Willie Mays, Orlando Cepeda, and Willie McCovey in the lineup, has the most powerful hitting team in baseball, and if the pitching holds up the Giants could go all the way this year. A preseason trade with Milwaukee brought hurles Bob Hendley and Bob Shaw to the Giant staff, who should greatly add the pitching departments.

St. Louis features baseball's best all-around infield, and a talented young outfield. Catcher Tim McCarver is the best young receiver in the game.

The Cardinals will need steady pitching to battle for the pennant. 11-game winners Ernie Broglio and Bob Gibson are in shape, but the rest of the starting rotation is not settled. If Ray Washburn (soon to be recalled from Triple A in Jacksonville) and Ray Sadeck come through, the Cardinals will be hard to beat.

Philadelphia is the National League's team on the move. Third baseman Richie Allen promises to be the league's rookie of the year. Pitching is strong with starters Art Mahaffey, Dennis Bennett, Ray Culp and Jim Bunning.

Hey, Lionel! Let's have a catch!

That authentic tailored V-Tapered fit is so-o-o perfect for his physique. In his softly rolled-l Button-Down or his smart Snap-Tab—{}can pick him out in a crowd ever-

V-Taper—for the lean trim look.

GATOR PITCHERS DANNY EGGART (9-9 TOP, AND CHARLIE ANDERSON (2-4) ARE READY TO FACE EASTERN DIVISION LEADER AUBURN IN A KEY TITLE SERIES TODAY AND TOMORROW AT PERRY FIELD, THE OUTCOMES OF THE SERIES WILL MOST LIKELY DECIDE THE EASTERN DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIP.
Summer sailing kicks off this weekend

Summer sailing for professional and amateur sailors gets off to a start this weekend as the Gator Sailing Club prepares for the New Orleans Southeast Intercollegiate Sailing Association sailing season and for a training program for beginners. Vice commodore David Posey and former Commodore Pepper Consatant will be at the New Orleans meet. Competing for sailing honors in the two-day series of races, five races will be held teams from Tulane, Georgia Tech, Florida State University, Florida Presbyterian College and the University of Georgia.

While these sailors go through their races in Louisiana, beginners and spectators have a chance to gain their sea legs through the club's new training program, Lake Washington will be "school's" site, and the club welcomes all interested students to learn the ropes of small boat handling through actual practice on the water. Sails to Washington will be provided 9:30 a.m. Saturday in front of the Florida Union.
Inside UF: The Schools and Colleges

Earn Summer Money Without Being Tied Down to "A Job"

No Job Interview
No Investment
No Experience Necessary

Seek for free information on selling Premier Christmas Cards with customer's name imprinted. Sell to friends, relatives, acquaintances, business firms.

The big-volume sales are made July 1st and that's when you have the lime! Free sample Altair gain easy-to-follow instructions.

Ask for Special Kit for College Students—including actual experiences of college students also selling this line of medi-

Announce:

The Premier Corporation
(4000 years)
American National Catalog of
Premiums, Gifts, and Merchandise

Dept 13 Chicago 16, Ill

sta-Prest

Never Needs Ironing!

You can wash them in any manner, in your home washer, at the coin laundry, on a scrub board. You can dry them in an automatic dryer, on the line, over the bath tub. Do not iron (times... never a wrinkle... always a crease). Fremacs' selection of colors is outstanding too! Tan, black, light olive & burnt olive. Stack sizes 28-36. $5.98

PRESCRIPTIONS

112 W. University - Gainesville
20 Broadway - Ocala

The College of Pharmacy

(Editor's Note: This is the first in an irregularly-scheduled series of features on the university's various colleges and schools.)

The UF College of Pharmacy meets the highest standards of pharmaceutical instruction in the country. A member of the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy, it fulfills all the association's educational requirements.

The college is accredited by the American Council on Pharmacy. Its undergraduate courses are recognized by all state boards of pharmacy that require graduation from an accredited school or college of pharmacy as a prerequisite for examination and registration.

Pharmacy is a five-year program at UF, consisting of four trimesters of pre-pharmacy work and six trimesters of professional courses. By going year-round, a student can graduate in three and a third calendar years.

Upon graduation from University College or its equivalent, and admission to the college, students may specialize in one of four principal areas—pharmacy, pharmaceutical chemistry, pharmacology or pharmacy administration.

In pharmacy, students learn dosage forms and their preparation. Some sample courses include FUNDAMENTALS OF PHARMACY — systems of weights and measures, fundamental techniques and processes; and THERAPEUTY: PHARMACY PREPARATIONS — syrups, spirits, tinctures, extracts and emulsions. Representative samples of each type are prepared in the laboratory. DISPENSING — methods of compounding and dispensing prescriptions, of determining and overcoming incompatibilities, checking and pricing prescriptions; HOSPITAL PHARMACY — an introduction to the practice of pharmacy in hospital settings.

Courses in the department of pharmacy are intended to provide the student with a background in manufacturing and research in modern pharmacy. They are taken along with certain professional courses from the other two departments, pharmaceutical chemistry and pharmacy-medicinal pharmacology. Manufacturing techniques are developed with the aid of a complete pilot plant, where laboratories permit the manufacture of such products as tablets, liquids, ointments, capsules, and emulsions.

A model retail pharmacy provides a place for teaching students administrative techniques. They are acquainted with product handling, and learn such topics as window arrangement and display, and inventory control techniques.

Pharmaceutical chemistry emphasizes the application of chemical know-how to pharmacy. Some of the courses deal with chemicals used medicinally, others with the processes and tests used to determine purity and strength of a chemical in its pharmaceutical form.

In the pharmaceutical chemistry laboratory, students learn to produce and assay drugs — the very basic procedure of their profession. Although approximately 80 per cent of College of Pharmacy graduates enter retail pharmacy, the pharmaceutical chemistry department also offers a complete graduate research program. For many years, the department has investigated the chemical constituents of the medicinal plants peculiar to Florida's climate — known drug plants as well as little-known sub-tropical and tropical plants. A two-acre medicinal plant garden contains approximately 200 different species of plants. A 500-pound steam still is available for distillation of aromatic drugs from the garden and surrounding areas. Some sample courses: INORGANIC PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY — the inorganic compounds used in medicine and pharmacy; their official titles, origin physical and chemical properties, preparation and uses; PHARMACEUTICAL SPECIALTIES — the chemistry or composition, uses and manufacturer's names and uses of the more important specialties, including vitamins and hormones found in prescription practice.

Pharmacy administration is concerned with an understanding of the action in the body of various drugs. Attention is given to the different ways in which medicine can be introduced into the body. Effects of poisons and means to overcome them are studied. The pharmacist needs such knowledge in order to understand clearly the many highly active medicinal agents he handles, and to be able to distinguish intelligently with physicians. Sample courses include APPLIED HUMAN ANATOMY FOR PHARMACISTS — gross anatomy of the important organ systems and microscopic study of human and mammalian tissues and organs; MEDICINAL PLANTS — study of the more important botanical sources such as natural drugs — those that are obtained from plants and animals, either directly or indirectly — are studied. Some sample courses are PHARMACOLOGY and PHYSIOLOGY: THE DRUGS OF MEDICINAL PLANTS. 

In "pharmacy practice," the nature and sources of "natural" drugs — those that are obtained from plants and animals, either directly or indirectly — are studied. Some sample courses are PHARMACOLOGY and PHYSIOLOGY: THE DRUGS OF MEDICINAL PLANTS.

"The pharmacy graduate finds gratifying opportunities in various types of pharmaceutical practice," a bulletin of the college says. "A good pharmacist can find employment wherever he desires to live, where he may in a decade acquire a large business. For those who are business-minded, pharmacy offers a wonderful opportunity to get into business and to become independent."

Your Vote and Active Support for Re-Election of Claude M. (Red) Franks As County Assessor of Taxes

Alachua County

Is a Vote For:

A 49 year old Family Man, A Veteran, Taxpayer,
29 years, 5 months and 13 days of County service.
Discharge, Efficient and Friendly Service to the taxpayers of Alachua County. One Who Vigorously Defends The Easiness of His Office and Believes in the office of the Assessor to be a Completely Public Office to be Operated by the Assessor.

Paid Political Advertisement
Letters

Tri-mess alters education

To hell with the trimester!

Perhaps I'm whipping a dead horse -- I think not. As long as the trimester exists in its present form it is a Great to higher education.

The enthusiasm of the Easter and spring holidays is only a minor result of this system. I began this letter during the heat of last trimester and didn't have time to finish it. After finals were over I was exhausted and so relieved that I didn't bother to continue the letter. Later I rationalized with myself that the trimester was just a horrible night mare and couldn't be as bad as it seemed if I waited long enough it would disappear or get better. Well it has neither disappeared nor gotten better. The trimester still has the taints with its fangs deadlier than ever.

I agree with Dr. Franklin Clark Fry that we are gradually being ground into impersonality by the machinery of the century in which we live. The trimester is an excellent example of this. We are serving the trimester instead of it serving us. I would say the trimester is a tri-MESS, with mess being defined by Webster as "a disorderly or confused collection or mass of things; hodge-podge; jumble. What could more aptly describe our dear old trimester?"

It has become a matter of the students against the Board of Control and the state legislature. It is more that just a part of the political process.

If I were a student I would propose an S. 6. motion that the student body be permitted to conduct a statistically sound survey among the students concerning the injustices. The committee should report the findings of the survey along with a petition and whatever else is necessary to make the student's feelings known to the Board of Control and the state legislature. It is time for it to be known that the Board of Control has too much control and this education is more than just a part of the political game.

Suddenly I feel very ill, but I must not fail -- for if I do -- the trimester will triumph me for sure. To hell with the trimester! -- to hell with it. I say.

Gerald Feaster, AAG

Copies to: J. Wayne Betts
Ken Kennedy

World's Fair trips set

The Special Projects Committee of the Florida Union Board for Student Activities is sponsoring two trips to the World's Fair this summer. The first leaves the Union June 17 and returns June 26. The second leaves Aug. 10 and returns Aug. 19. Cost of the nine-day trip is $95.00.

Further information may be obtained in Room 330 of the Florida Union. Persons desiring to go on the trip should sign up there and make initial deposits.

Patronize Gator Advertisers

WISE'S PHARMACY

"OUR CRYPTOGRAPHERS CAN READ ANY DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION"

708 S.W. 4th Avenue Phone 376-8286

when are 65% and 35% good marks?

Union Movies

MAY 1 and 2: "Gentlemen's Agreement," starring Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones, Walter Pidgeon, Cushing, Michael Gough, Stockwell. 7 and 9 p.m.

MAY 3 and 4: "Shane," starring Alan Ladd, Jean Arthur, Van Heflin, Brandon DeWilde. 7 and 9 p.m.

MAY 8 and 9: "Horror of Dracula," starring Peter Cushing, Michael Gough, and Melissa Stribling. 7 and 9 p.m.

This is the fabric combo that makes music with the best performance and washable durability. And Post-Grads are the bona fide authentics that trim you up and taper you down. Tried-and-true tailored with belt and traditional packets, next cuffs. Only $6.95 in the colors you like...at the stores you know.

when they're 65% DACRON® & 35% cotton in Post-Grad slacks by h.i.s

WIN ATRIP TO EUROPE

Pick up your "Destination Europe" envelope on your way in the Union. Mail it to the proper label. Nothing to buy! Easy to enter! This offers you your choice of seven different trips this summer to your favorite European city by luxurious jet. Enter now!
Federman's movie reviews

By DON FEDERMAN
GAINESVILLE DRIVE-IN


MAY 2: "Advance to the Rear!" -- Melvyn Douglas and Glenn Ford are featured in this so-so Civil War comedy.

MAY 15: "The Best Man" -- Gore Vidal's scathing political commentary is brought to the screen at practically full strength.

MAY 22: "Seven Faces of Dr. Lao" -- Tony Randall, not to be outdone by Elvis, shows he's really a tarpigon.

MAY 29: "Vigilante!!" -- Laurence Olivier's and Judith Evans' underplayed, Troy Donahue and Suzanne Plante chase, star in another of their patented cinematic travesties.

JUNE 5: "Hey There, It's Yogi Bear!" -- In the tradition of "Mr. Limpet," "Cat's Eye, theater manager, plans to give away a soft, cuddly grizzly bear to some lucky child--what else could this show offer?

FLORIDA
APRIL 30: "Muscle Beach Party" -- As the title indicates, this one features no brains and all brawn.

MAY 1: "From Russia With Love" -- Strictly for James Bond fans and other rare varieties of English majors.

JULIAN BREAM
new classical
guitar on campus

That charming Englishman, Julian Bream, is here! One side of his latest album has Rodgers' melodic "Concerto de Aranjuez," a Spanish work in the folk idiom with chamber orchestra and Bream as guitar soloist. The other side stars Bream as luteist in his own setting of the "County Dances" from Britten's opera "Gloriana," as well as Bream's own edition of Vivaldi's "Concerto for Lute and Strings." Fresh, bright! As full of life as being itself!

JULIAN BREAM
Rodgers: Concierto de Aranjuez for Guitar and Orchestra
J. S. Bach: "The County Dances," "Gloriana"
Vivaldi: Concerto for Lute and Strings

RCA VICTOR

Exclusive: MUSICAL RATES THE BIG-LEAGUERS

Stan Musial, one of the great hitters of all time, rates the big leagues in June SPORT. Read the retired Cardinal's personal evaluations of the stars he's played with and against in his two decades in the major leagues--exclusive in SPORT!

June is a hitter's month in SPORT. Read--

WILLIE MAYS' CHANGING ROLE

TOMMY DAVIS, BATTING CHAMP

DICK SUHR: MAN AND SHOWWAM

And for another kind of hitter--

HOW CASSIUS CLAY TRICKED THE WORLD

The last of a few of the many articles in SPORT, the magazine that keeps you abreast of all sports on the college and pro sports scene. You'll enjoy expert coverage, shrewd analysis, in-depth profiles and action-packed photos--read...

June

SPORT

Favorite magazine of the sports smart and the sports smarts.

NOW ON SALE!
LIKEDEN TO 'MOBY DICK IN A SALMON RUN' 

Registration found to be 'torturous'

By WAYNE NORTHEIM

War is hell! As it stood in front of the desk, staring through bleary eyes at the pretty girl taking up cards, my mind began to wander like a toy sailboat.

The sight with the casual observation that the trimmeler is similar to a channel swim; the first few turns struggle with the breakers of registration, the long steady pull of clauses, and the impatient shuffling of the line (rags of finds.

The secretary who smiled a question at me and actually seemed interested in my answer; and then there was the cashier at the student bank who shuffled up the fellow of my age with a smile of recognition and a few moments of pleasant conversation. Each had tempted me near the edge of the curtain, and following each encounter (having lost, somewhat, the ability to be led like a sheep) I was particularly nervous and insubstantial in the next long line leading to a card exchange... drawing an unforgettable parallel to the difficulty of the German soldier to readapt to the hell of war after each forlorn back into the realm of humanity.

The thought follows that the mark of a great man is flexibility - the ability to function effectively in any environment thrust upon him; but I think that if I felt equally at home in a registration line and an academic seminar, I should expect the doctor to calmly pronounce me a hopeless schizophrenic.

The girl's voice again brought me back to reality, and I automatically dumped my cards on her desk. She filed all but one, returned it to me, smiled and said, "Thank you, you're all finished."

I blushed my thanks, pivoted and headed for the door, I'd swear I could hear a curtain rustle as I stepped out into the sun.

STUDENTS! WHOSE

PRICES ON GYM CLOTHES for MEN & WOMEN

Men
- Shorts - Tee Shirts
- Shoes by Converse - Beacon Falls - Keds
- Socks
- Sweat Shirts
- Sweat Pants

Women
- Shirts
- Shoes by Beacon Falls & U.S. Keds
- Sweat Shirts
- Sweat Pants

Tennis
- Tennis Balls (Pennsylvania-Dunlop-Bancroft)
- Tennis Racquets (Bancroft & Dunlop)
- Presses
- Covers
- Shorts for Men by Fred Perry
- Shorts & Skirts for Ladies

24-HOUR RESTIRING SERVICE

GOLF

Starter & Complete Sets
- Clubs by McGregor for Men, Women & Children
- Bags
- Carts
- Putters & Wedges
- Head Covers
- Balls
- Gloves
- Shoes & Socks

TROPHIES FOR ANY AWARD ON THE SPOT ENGRAVING

TEAM OUTFITTERS -
- Fraternities and Sororities - Lettered Shirts, Uniforms complete, Shoes, Socks, Complete Line of Team Equipment

Jimmie Hughes Sporting Goods
Northentral Florida's Sporting Goods Headquarters
1133 W. University Avenue
Franklin 3-2112